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 80K trucking pros get it. Shouldn’t you? 
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Safety


Learning from your mistakes: Volvo uses truck crash intel to refine safety
A variety of new and improved proprietary active and passive safety features are included on the new VNL Volvo Trucks North America debuted earlier this year.
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Indicators


Class 8 truck orders dipped in March, in line with seasonal trends
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Economic trends


Did increasing workloads allow carriers to stay profitable?
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Regulations


Truck-involved crash fatalities rose in 2022
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Report: The 2024 State of Heavy-Duty Repair











Partner Insights
Information to advance your business from industry suppliers
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Presented by Chevron Renewable Energy Group


Hear how biodiesel can reduce lifecycle carbon emissions now
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Presented by Road Ready


The Future of Trailer Telematics: Going Beyond Track & Trace
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Don't let AI replace the human element
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Perspectives


How California's Advanced Clean Fleets regs impact businesses
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Maintenance


Designing trucks for the real world
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Maintenance


Designing trucks for the real world





Trucks


Agents of change





Trucks


Massive recall hits Kenworth, Peterbilt trucks





Test Drives


A quick spin in Volvo's all-new VNL
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Business


Volvo readies to open its World of Volvo in Sweden





Indicators


Supply needs to get back into balance with demand, experts say





Business


Main channel to Port of Baltimore could reopen by end of May





Regulations


California sued, again, over Advanced Clean Fleets rule
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Safety


Learning from your mistakes: Volvo uses truck crash intel to refine safety





Technology


In-cab entertainment for driver engagement, a new inventory solution for fuel transporters and more





Technology


Don't let AI replace the human element





Technology


Research highlights vulnerabilities in ELD cybersecurity
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Videos
The latest news, reviews and announcements from CCJ editors
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How telematics can improve operational efficiency, driver safety and sustainability
Fleets, especially in the current market, are faced with numerous challenges to be more efficient, meet sustainability goals and improve the safety and well-being of their drivers.





Coolant best practices: When to check it and what to look for





Truck driver rips down low-hanging cable. Was this accident preventable?
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Get all the info on the top 250 trucking companies in America
View, sort and download the trucking industry’s most comprehensive ranking of for-hire carriers in North America, based on a blend of metrics including fleet size, annual revenue and number of drivers.

Get the free report






Partner Insights


Report: The 2024 State of Heavy-Duty Repair
Get your copy today!

DownloadView All














Products
Discover what’s new in fuel, tires, transmissions, and other trucking accessories and products with coverage from the editors at CCJ.
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Products


Aperia launches new Halo Connect version at TMC
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Asset tracking & management


Phillips Industries' smart socket verifies tractor-trailer pairing
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Products


Dragonfly Energy APU added to Velocity Instant ROI program
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Indicators


Supply needs to get back into balance with demand, experts say
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Indicators


Class 8 truck orders dipped in March, in line with seasonal trends
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Economic trends


Did increasing workloads allow carriers to stay profitable?
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Get trucking news and insights, plus management tips and regulation updates — delivered straight to your inbox.
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